2008 Film Tournament at Chicago Open / BASQUE, by Yogesh Raut and Ray Luo.
"The Underrepresentation of Film in Everyday Life."

2 pts for powers, -1 pt for interrupts.

==================================================================================
BEGIN ROUND 2.

40.  RL: theme.
A 1965 musical about this was made by Li Kao, and features the scholar Chang Chen reprieved by the goddess of mercy.  Tadeusz Makarczynski made a film about this "of Warsaw," and a middle-aged Bostonian on vacation in the Caribbean takes this home with him in a movie about "Mr. Peabody and" this.  Georges Melies made a film about this in which a man pulls rabbits and fish from his top hat standing outside an empty aquarium.  The Antiban Marion Vergano is discovered to be the person claiming to be Julie Roussel, who cleaned out Louis Mahe's bank account in a Francois Truffaut film about the "Mississippi" version of this.  Annette Kellerman the Australian swimming champion is played by water ballet extraorinaire Esther Williams in the "Million Dollar" type of this.  Allen Bauer meets one named Madison after a boating accident in Splash.  FTP name this creature best associated with the song "Under the Sea," named Ariel in a Disney movie about the "little" one of them.
	ANSWER: mermaid

39.  RL: foreign.
In his soon-to-be-published Manuscript Found by a Nasty Kid, he relates how he peeked into a phone booth in which a man is angry with a recent breakup, and picked up the pieces of a photo of Barnerias, with whom he fell in love.  He relates how he met a woman called "Peggy Proper," and how he always demands a handkerchief and never blows his nose on tissue paper in his novel Love and Other Troubles.  He only dates girls two heads taller than him and investigates both Fabienne Tabard in Stolen Kisses and his mom's lover Lucien in Love on the Run.  He has an affair with Colette Tazzi in Love at Twenty, and he famously lied about his mother's death, stole a typewriter, and escaped from reform school.  FTP name this Balzac-lover who is neglected by his parents, the hero of Bed and Board and 400 Blows, played by Jean-Pierre Leaud.
	ANSWER: Antoine Doinel; accept either name

38.  RL: director.
One of his films ends with a windstorm that sweeps the British army from the land, and deals with the Mongolian pelts trader Bair, who claims to be an heir of Genghis Khan.  In another of his films, a farm boy is shot from high angle as he enters the city to show his insignificance, and military leaders are shot in a scene without their heads in an effort to deflate war.  A Simple Case and Chess Fever are films by this director, who showed a defense attourney being replaced by a drinker with hiccups in his best known film, which also includes a camera shot through a gun showing Pavel making across icebergs to a bridge.  In addition to the aforementioned Storm Over Asia and The End of St. Petersburg, he investigated Pavlovian conditioning in the film Mechanics of the Brain.  FTP name this director best known for focusing on the individual human element in montage in showing the slaughter of workers using 13 successive shots in the Maksim Gorky-inspired revolutionary film, Mother.
	ANSWER: Vsevolod Pudovkin

37.  RL: american.
A singer in this film claims the titular time is "mine to take, mine to give, mine to live," in a song about "Yesterday," and another character later exclaims that "today you're acting like tomorrow", before setting up a date with Sophie.  A performance is given at Cafe Ruse featuring dancers dancing to the lyrics "I'm like a ocean wave that's bumped on the shore, I feel so absolutely stumped on the floor," featuring Huck and Tanka singing "I Won't Dance."  After Aunt Minnie passes away, Stephanie distills the imaginative ideas of Huckleberry Haines into a line that she shows off in a finale that features the song "Lovely to Look At."  More famously, a character arrives as a Russian princess singing "I of course replied, something here inside, cannot be denied."  FTP identify this Astaire-Rogers musical with Irene Dunne famously singing "Smoke Gets in Your Eyes," named for a female fashion designer.
	ANSWER: Roberta

36.  RL: american.
Her future husband tries to do the crossword puzzle in a Chinese newspaper, and she later sends him a gift with the message "To err is human; to forgive, divine."  She wears black to father William J. and aunt Ellen Whitcomb's wedding, realizing she hasn't been a good wife.  She hoped that her husband would kiss her goodbye, and came to his apartment to cook his favorite waffles using Carroll Gibson's Housewife's Cook Book, and recalls her wedding, in which Dr. Lubbeck and Pinkie Peters showed up to tell boxing stories to the clamor of her husband, the sports columnist Sam Craig.  FTP name this titular multi-lingual political commentator of The New York Chronicle, a female award winner and subject of the first film pairing Spencer Tracy and Katharine Hepburn.
	ANSWER: Woman of the Year; or Tess Harding

35.  RL: american.
The protagonist of this film invites his love-interest to watch Kung Fu, and later, he explains a process he utilizes as "the way they do it in Superman III."  Smykowski gives a barbeque for a recent settlement, where the protagonist gets worried that he'll get sent to a "pound-me-in-the-ass prison" for taking part in a scheme that relies on round-off errors in interest calculations.  A hypnotized Peter Gibbons treats his work like a non-entity, leading to a promotion from Slydell and Porter, and Milton burns down Initech, effectively covering up the crime.  FTP name this film starring Jennifer Aniston as a Chotchkie waitress, and Ron Livingston as a software engineer crammed in a cubicle fixing the year 2000 bug.
	ANSWER: Office Space

34.  RL: foreign.
One character in this film asks the driver whether he's in a film or in real life.  A fish is stuck into a real person so that she may be cooked in this film, which is found by a black guy and a Arab guy in a trashcan, and self-proclaimed a film lost in the cosmos.  One character calls it a "rotten film," because all he "meets are crazy people."  A long shot of a pianist bringing Mozart's music to workers and farmhands is memorable, but more famously, car honks are used to mimick the incomprehension of human speech.  Phony-graphs, cannibalist rituals, traffic jams, and random interrupting placards abound in, FTP this film following Roland and Corrine's drive to Ouiville to murder the wife's mother during a short vacation, by Jean-Luc Godard.
	ANSWER: Weekend

33.  RL: director.
In one of his films, once a man thinks he made it home safely, the entire room starts to dance, and his hallucinations from pouring ale down his gut are revisited.  Another of his films was released in two versions, one of which shows the scene from inside and outside the house separately in time, violating the continuity of the story, in order to circumvent copyright laws.  He made forgettable works like Russia, the Land of Oppression and Where Is My Wandering Boy Tonight? in the middle of his career, but he's better known for an aforementioned film about a drunkard based on Windsor McCay's comic strip, Dream of a Rarebit Fiend.  The other aforementioned work pioneered the mindscreen, and contains a famous pan shot of a truck moving towards the house to be rescued, and is entitled Life of an American Fireman.  Also known for a work that cuts back to the telegraph office after a crime is already committed, FTP name this director that showed an outlaw pointing a gun at the viewer in The Great Train Robbery.
	ANSWER: Edwin S. Porter

32.  RL: theme.
Its section III-F states that "everything possible in a play is not possible in film," and because "the screen story is brought closer to the audience than the play," "the larger the audience, the lower the moral mass resistance to suggestion."  Its briefest section, section X, notes that the "rights, history, and feelings of any nation are entitled to most careful consideration and respectful treatment."  Calling motion pictures "the most powerful force for the improvement of mankind," it was written partially in response to the a pronouncement of Barbara La Marr as "The Girl Too Beautiful To Live," as well as the death of Virginia Rappe caused by an exploding bladder.  It altered the role of Maureen O'Sullivan's body double in Tarzan and His Mate and Jane Russel's cleavage in the Howard Hughes production, The Outlaw.  Begun by a campaign manager of Harding's and interpreted by Eric Johnston and the MPAA, FTP name this series of industrial standards governing Hollywood censorship.
	ANSWER: Hays code; or Production code

31.  RL: american.
One relationship barely touched on in this film is that of Grannis, the proprietor of Modern Dog hospital, and Anastasia Baker, who is the confidant of a character later killed by a junkman man named Zerkow who never appears in the film.  Popper and mommer prepare for a feast in one scene in this film that features the music of Mendelssohn playing inside the house while a funeral taking place outside gets the attention of the camera.  It begins with a quote espousing the telling of "truth," as conceived by Mathis and Farnham, who also did away with the change in living quarters and conditions as the protagonists moved from place to place, ending up at the old dwelling of Maria Macapa, whose hoarding as conceived by the director is mistakenly applied to the female protagonist.  Jean Hersholt was hospitalized after filming in Death Valley, and a pair of parrots are superimposed on Trina Sieppe's play with a bunch of gold.  FTP name this picture about the winning of the lottery by McTeague and his wife, a work massacred by MGM after its filming by Erich von Stroheim.
	ANSWER: Greed

30.  YR: theme.
This term derives from a series of cheap paperbacks printed by Mondadori publishing house beginning in 1929. Pioneered as a film genre by 1963’s The Girl Who Knew Too Much and 1964’s Blood and Black Lace, as well as the “animal trilogy” of The Bird with the Crystal Plumage, The Cat o’ Nine Tails, and Four Flies on Grey Velvet, it usually features American stars, luridly colorful cinematography, and a series of drawn-out murders – usually of scantily-dressed women – by a black-clad serial killer wearing leather gloves and brandishing a sharp instrument. FTP, name this culturally-specific genre associated with Mario Bava and Dario Argento that takes its name from the Italian word for “yellow.”
	ANSWER: giallo

29.  YR: foreign.
A writer gets trapped in a cup of tea. A woodcutter stranded during a blizzard meets the terrifyingly beautiful snow spirit Yuki-onna. Just as in Ugetsu, a man who unwisely divorces his faithful wife returns to her years later, only to discover that she is now a ghost. In the third and longest installment, a blind biwa player who performs The Tale of the Heike at the grave of the emperor Antoku is protected by having a Buddhist sutra painted on his body, but the neglect of one set of organs leads to his new name: “Hoichi the Earless.” Based on four tales collected by Greek-born Irishman Lafcadio Hearn, this is, FTP, what 1964 Masaki Kobayashi-directed Japanese horror classic?
	ANSWER: Kwaidan (or Kaidan)

28.  YR: foreign.
The titular figure in this film states that “we must declare war on Rawhide and Bonanza.” Filmed at Chez Panisse and the UC Theater in Berkeley, California, it was directed by Les Blank, who later profiled the subject at greater length in Burden of Dreams, a film about the making of Fitzcarraldo. The backstory is that in order to encourage an aspiring filmmaker to finish his documentary about pet cemeteries, Gates of Heaven, the title figure pledged to perform the title action at its premiere. FTP, name this literally-named documentary in which the famously eccentric German director of Aguirre: The Wrath of God proves to Errol Morris what a good sport he is by consuming an item of clothing.
	ANSWER: Werner Herzog Eats His Shoe

27.  YR: director.
Raised a strict Calvinist, this man did not see a movie until the age of 16. He authored the first major article published in the West about the Japanese gangster film, as well as a famous critical study of “transcendental style” in the films of Ozu, Dreyer, and Bresson. He broke from his mentor, Pauline Kael, when he abandoned criticism and wrote what was at the time the most expensive screenplay ever sold, The Yakuza. His interest in Japan can also been seen in Mishima: A Life in Four Chapters, while John Ford’s The Searchers inspired both his own film Hardcore and his screenplay for a 1976 movie about a New York vigilante. FTP, name this director of Blue Collar, American Gigolo, Affliction, and Auto Focus who scripted Martin Scorsese’s Raging Bull and Taxi Driver.
	ANSWER: Paul Schrader

26.  YR: american.
Peter Boyle appears in this film as the owner of a shooting range. The director got Paramount to agree to reimburse the $800,000 budget by dubiously claiming that he was making a film about a boy raising pigeons. One scene, involving an extended pan around a kitchen, only makes sense when we realize that it is dramatizing the assassination of Robert Kennedy. More famously, the lead actress risked her life in order to obtain footage of her in a bright yellow dress in the midst of real-life riots. Ending with a sudden car crash followed by a slow zoom-in to its writer-producer-director-cinematographer, Haskell Wexler, this is, FTP, what 1969 semi-documentary film starring Robert Forster and Verna Bloom, about the turmoil at the 1968 Chicago Democratic National Convention?
	ANSWER: Medium Cool

25.  YR: american.
Darva Conger, of Who Wants to Marry a Multi-Millionaire? pseudo-fame, is the daughter of this movie’s female lead, Susan Harrison. The first Hollywood film of its Scottish director, who up to that point had been known only for the Ealing comedies The Ladykillers and The Man in the White Suit, it is remembered today for crackling dialogue like a line describing one character as a “cookie full of arsenic.” Based on a novel by Ernest Lehman and co-scripted by Clifford Odets, it features a fascinating antagonist modeled on powerful gossip columnist Walter Winchell. Sidney Falco breaks up the relationship between a jazz musician and the sister of J.J. Hunsecker in, FTP, what classic 1957 drama starring Tony Curtis and Burt Lancaster?
	ANSWER: Sweet Smell of Success

24.  YR: performer.
Sitcom fans know this man as Stephanie Vanderkellen’s father on Newhart. In 1952, he won two Tony Awards: one for directing three plays, and one for Best Actor for The Shrike, which he later directed himself in a film version of. Although he was not French, all three of his Oscar nominations came for playing real-life Frenchmen, including Charles VII in Joan of Arc and Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec in Moulin Rouge. Other notable roles include Barney Greenwald in The Caine Mutiny and a sodomizing Turk in Lawrence of Arabia, but his only Oscar came for a character that he had already won a 1947 Tony for portraying in a play by Edmond Rostand. FTP, name this first Latino to win the Academy Award for Best Actor, the Puerto Rican star of 1950’s Cyrano de Bergerac.
	ANSWER: José Ferrer

23.  YR: director.
This woman played an imprisoned Nazi opposite Laurence Olivier in The Boys from Brazil. Winner of Tony Awards for The Country Girl and Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf?, she received racist death threats for her controversial performance as Desdemona opposite José Ferrer’s Iago and Paul Robeson’s Othello – done while she was wed to the former and having an affair with the latter. After marrying Herbert Berghof in 1957, she spent the rest of her life teaching at his HB Studio. In 1991’s A Challenge for the Actor, she backed away from the endorsement of “substitution” in her most famous book. FTP, name this legendary acting teacher and author of the still-used 1973 textbook Respect for Acting.
	ANSWER: Uta Hagen

22.  YR: theme.
In 2007, John de Mol announced plans to relaunch this company. Created in 1934, it took its name from the stage moniker of founder William Hinds. After a 1937 bankruptcy, in 1946 it was resurrected by James Carreras, son of Hinds’ business partner, and its first hit was 1955’s The Quatermass Xperiment. It ceased film production following a failed 1979 remake of Hitchcock’s The Lady Vanishes, though it subsequently made two TV series. Writer Jimmy Sangster and director Terence Fisher became associated with this company after they collaborated on 1957’s The Curse of Frankenstein, the first of many movies starring Peter Cushing and/or Christopher Lee that would make the reputation of, FTP, what British studio whose name is synonymous with gory yet stylish horror?
	ANSWER: Hammer Film Productions

21.  YR: american.
He’s not Agent 86, but this man does have an associate named Larrabee who is played by an actor from Get Smart. It has been theorized that his last name is a reference to Jesus and his middle initial symbolizes the emptiness at the center of his life. The title of the movie he appears in may be a reference to the airline on which he flies out of Chicago, or to the way he feigns madness at an art auction. The film’s final shot, a train entering a tunnel, indicates that he and Eve Kendall have gotten busy. FTP, name this man who is mistaken for George Kaplan and flees from a crop-dusting plane and across Mount Rushmore, the protagonist of Alfred Hitchcock’s North by Northwest.
	ANSWER: Roger O. Thornhill (accept either first or last name)

20.  YR: theme.
In his last appearance, it is revealed that this character has had plastic surgery and now looks exactly like Roger Moore. Alan Arkin portrayed him in 1968, and a 1993 film revealed that he fathered twin children, played by Nicoletta Braschi and Roberto Begnini, with former paramour Maria Gambrelli. In his first appearance, he ends up in jail after being framed by his unfaithful wife, the lover of Sir Charles Lytton. “Give me ten men like [him], and I could destroy the world!” is a claim made by his nemesis, Chief Inspector Dreyfus. FTP, name this crime-fighter who was a dependable source of income not only for his manservant Cato but also for United Artists, Blake Edwards, and portrayer Peter Sellers, in the Pink Panther film series.
	ANSWER: Inspector Jacques Clouseau (do not accept “The Pink Panther”)

19.  YR: american.
Patrick McGoohan has a small role in this film as an MP who pets a dog; that dog’s racially-insensitive name was excised from the US version. Like The Great Escape, it is based on a non-fiction book by Paul Brickhill, in this case about Operation Chastise. In the first half, Michael Redgrave plays inventor Barnes Wallis, who struggles to perfect a “bouncing bomb”; the second half sees Richard Todd as Wing Commander Guy Gibson lead his men on a dangerous mission over the Ruhr valley that requires dropping said bombs at exactly the right altitude. The targeting system he uses, two overlapping circles, was one of many things ripped off by George Lucas from, FTP, what classic 1955 British WW2 film that inspired the trench run sequence in Star Wars?
	ANSWER: The Dam Busters

18.  YR: director.
The name of Indiana Jones’ sidekick Short Round comes from a film directed by this man; another of his movies can be seen in a creepy doctor’s office in Minority Report. A reporter who checks in to a mental hospital for a story ends up insane for real in his Shock Corridor, while his interest in the Orient is reflected in works like The Crimson Kimono, China Gate, and House of Bamboo. He played a mobster in Wim Wenders’ The American Friend, and in Jean-Luc Godard’s Pierrot le fou he sums up cinema as a “battleground” with “love, hate, action, violence, and death. In one word: emotions.” FTP, name this Pickup on South Street director known for tough action dramas like The Steel Helmet and the WW2 classic The Big Red One.
	ANSWER: Samuel Fuller

17.  YR: american.
This movie was Carrie Snodgress’ return to acting, 8 years after she was Oscar-nominated for Diary of a Mad Housewife. The star of the director’s earlier film Phantom of the Paradise, William Finley, appears as a man who creepily spies on the main character and her friend while they are eating ice cream and wearing bikinis. Dennis Franz plays – what else? – a cop, and in one scene the protagonist makes a model train fly off the rails using just her mind. Another plotline deals with Peter Sandza’s quest for revenge against the one-armed man who kidnapped his son. Climaxing with a memorable final scene in which John Cassavetes is exploded by Amy Irving, this is, FTP, what 1978 Brian De Palma thriller starring Kirk Douglas?
	ANSWER: The Fury

16.  YR: american.
One character in this film quips, “We have an old saying in my country … and you’re full of it.” At the end, the villain leaves Morocco “in a diplomatic bag.” The first 20 minutes are a faithful adaptation of the short story it is based on, but it then diverges with scenes like a thrilling escape from East Germany on a cello case and a romantic interlude atop Vienna’s Riesenrad Ferris wheel. Climaxing with the apparent assassination of Leonid Pushkin and a battle between mujahideen and Afghani drug dealers, this is, FTP, what 1987 film, the first to star Timothy Dalton as James Bond?
	ANSWER: The Living Daylights

15.  YR: american.
This film opens with Matt Munro singing “On Days Like These” as Beckerman gets killed. Lyricist Don Black used a ton of Cockney slang in writing “Get a Bloomin’ Move On,” aka “The Self Preservation Society.” One character is named “Camp Freddie,” and in the last scene the protagonist has a “great idea,” but we never find out what it is. Ironically, this film is remembered today chiefly for the work of 2 non-Britishers, Quincy Jones and Rémy Julienne. Featuring a line voted by UK movie fans in 2003 the most memorable in cinema history – “You were only supposed to blow the bloody doors off!” – this is, FTP, what movie whose amazing car stunts started the Mini Cooper craze, a 1969 Turin-set heist classic starring Michael Caine?
	ANSWER: The Italian Job

14.  YR: foreign.
The protagonist of this film dubs Joan Crawford’s lines in Johnny Guitar and portrays the mother of a serial killer in commercials for laundry detergent. Prominent supporting characters include a Jehovah’s Witness and a mambo-loving taxi driver. At the climax, the heroine foils a hijacking plot by Shiite terrorists and saves Iván’s life by hitting Lucía with a luggage cart; she then returns home to an apartment filled with people passed out from drinking spiked gazpacho. Featuring a young Antonio Banderas as Carlos and starring Carmen Maura as Pepa, this is, FTP, what wacky 1988 Spanish comedy that was the breakthrough film for director Pedro Almodóvar?
	ANSWER: Women on the Verge of a Nervous Breakdown (or Mujeres al borde de un ataque de nervios)

13.  YR: theme.
Waldon O. Watson, Richard J. Stumpf, and Robert J. Leonard won an Oscar for this invention, which, according to Wikipedia, “generated a pseudorandom noise between 5 and 40 Hertz at pressures of 110-120 decibels.” The last film to use it was the theatrical version of “Saga of a Star World,” the Battlestar Galactica pilot, and it was also employed by Midway and Rollercoaster. Exhibitors complained about the impossibility of showing other movies at the same time as films made with this system, but the greater concern was that it knocked plaster from the ceilings of many theaters, thus making the experience a bit too real. FTP, name this literally ground-breaking sonic technique that was first heard in the 1974 film Earthquake.
	ANSWER: Sensurround

12.  YR: american.
Two sequences cut from this film were titled “The Dreadful Business of the Naked Honeymooners” and “The Curious Case of the Upside Down Room.” Like Olivier’s Hamlet, it features Stanley Holloway as a gravedigger. In one scene, the main character implies that he and his best friend are a gay couple, leading several male ballet dancers to flirt with that friend. At the end, Queen Victoria orders the destruction of a submarine and Gabrielle Valladon is exposed as a German spy, while the depressed protagonist comforts himself with a Stradivarius violin and a 7% solution of cocaine. Featuring Christopher Lee as Mycroft, Colin Blakely as Dr. Watson, and Robert Stephens as the titular sleuth, this is, FTP, what 1970 Billy Wilder mystery?
	ANSWER: The Private Life of Sherlock Holmes

11.  YR: american.
Several guest stars, including James Spader and Helen Hunt, appear in this movie as newscasters. In the final scene, Terry Manchester visits the Jefferson Memorial after learning about the death of Bugs Raplin. Based on a Saturday Night Live sketch that aired on December 13, 1986, it contains many references to Bob Dylan, including a music video spoofing “Subterranean Homesick Blues” and a song titled “Times Are Changin’ Back.” With the help of a creepy advisor played by Alan Rickman and charming words of wisdom like, “Don’t do crack – it’s a ghetto drug,” the title character defeats a liberal senator played by Gore Vidal. FTP, name this 1992 satire about an unscrupulous folk-singing politician, a mockumentary directed by and starring Tim Robbins.
	ANSWER: Bob Roberts

10.  YR: american.
Dick Powell, Jr., has a cameo as his father in this film, and legendary B-movie filmmaker William Castle plays a director. Reuniting the writer, producer, and director of Midnight Cowboy, it isn’t Don’t Look Now, but it does feature an enormously disturbing climax involving Donald Sutherland and a person of short stature. Burgess Meredith got an Oscar nomination as a salesman whose death is mocked by an androgynous child played by Jackie Earle Haley. That child also taunts Homer Simpson (no, not that one), who finally snaps and stomps him to death, only to be torn to shreds by a rioting crowd at a Hollywood premiere in, FTP, what 1975 film – also starring William Atherton and Karen Black as Tod Hackett and Faye Greener – based on a novel by Nathanael West?
	ANSWER: The Day of the Locust

09.  YR: american.
Das Boot’s Jürgen Prochnow cameos in this film in the nightmare of a character played by David Bowie. Beginning with Chet Desmond’s disappearance while investigating the murder of Teresa Banks, it climaxes with Ronette Pulaski escaping as another character meets a sad end. The title completes the lines, “Through the darkness of future past, the magician longs to see/One chants out between two worlds …” The director appears as FBI chief Gordon Cole, and Heather Graham returns to answer the question “How’s Annie?”, which was asked in the TV series’ final scene. Moira Kelly replaced Lara Flynn Boyle as Donna Hayward and Ray Wise and Sheryl Lee starred as Leland and Laura Palmer in, FTP, what 1993 David Lynch film, a prequel to Twin Peaks?
	ANSWER: Twin Peaks: Fire Walk with Me (prompt on “Twin Peaks”)

08.  YR: director.
This man’s films can be purchased through his website, Zipporah.com, but they are far from commercial: 1989’s Near Death is 6 hours long, and his most recent movie chronicles the Idaho state legislature. His films tend to have short and direct titles describing exactly what they are about; examples include 1985’s Racetrack, 1989’s Central Park, and 1995’s Ballet. His 1967 debut feature dealt with a Massachusetts mental hospital and was banned from public exhibition until 1991. FTP, name this director of Titicut Follies and pioneer of “direct cinema” best known for two documentaries that made it onto the National Film Registry: 1968’s High School and 1970’s Hospital.
	ANSWER: Frederick Wiseman

07.  YR: american.
When asked what he does best, this character responds, “I can’t do that here. That’s why they put me away!” He later exclaims, “One and one’s two, two and two’s four, I feel so bad ‘cause I’m losin’ the war!” His most famous song, written by Herb Hartig and Norman Blagman, complains about his unappreciative landlord, his encounter with a violent policeman, and the fact that his girlfriend is in a garbage can, before climaxing with the proclamations “Hey world, YOU STINK!” and “If everybody in the world today had a flower instead of a gun, there would be no wars! There would be one big smell-in!” Portrayed by Dick Shawn, this is, FTP, what hippy-dippy thespian who is cast as the title character of “Springtime for Hitler” in Mel Brooks’ 1968 comedy The Producers?
	ANSWER: Lorenzo St. DuBois (accept either first or last name) or L. S. D.

06.  YR: performer.
This man first gained notice portraying the Arab houseboy Bachir in a stage adaptation of André Gide’s The Immoralist. He had just one line – “That guy’s a professional!” – playing a boxing trainer in the Dean Martin-Jerry Lewis comedy Sailors Beware. A more prominent role saw him as the rival of Bick Benedict. His two most famous characters have last names that are anagrams of each other; one of those characters struggles against his father Adam and discovers that his mother runs a brothel, while the other fails to save Plato from the police and shouts “YOU’RE TEARING ME APART!” at his parents. FTP, name this twice-posthumously Oscar-nominated actor who starred in Giant, East of Eden, and Rebel Without a Cause.
	ANSWER: James Dean

05.  RL: performer.
He played a simple-minded milkman who became a boxing champion, and a shoe clerk who pretended to be a millionaire in The Milky Way and Feet First.  In one of his roles as a doctor, he gets so little patients that his phone gathers cobwebs, and he gets drunk with another doctor at a laboratory before walking slowly through the street to the hotel, where he chases after the sleep-walking Mildred Davis.  He plays "Speedy" Lamb, a friend of Peggy's at Tate University who tries to gain popularity by trying out for football, in The Freshman.  Also playing a Kansas boy who wants to be a star in Movie Crazy, he is best known for wearing big glasses and scaling sky scrapers as in a film where he hangs from a clock, Safety Last!  FTP name this silent comic who shared the spotlight with Charlie Chaplin and Buster Keaton.
	ANSWER: Harold Lloyd

04.  RL: foreign.
One character in this film is unsure whether the father of her child is a soldier from Florence or another soldier from Naples.  Another character makes the third floor of San Martino della Battaglia his home, worked for 30 years at the Ministry of Public Affairs, and goes by the last name of Ferrari.  He tries to sell his watch to Orazio Valenti and borrow money from Battistini so that he can pay his rent, because his landlady Elena is marrying the manager Paolo so she can get into the movies for free; but he ends up leaving with his dog Flag whom he tries to give away to Daniela.  Almost comitting suicide on the train tracks, FTP name this senior citizen, the title neorealist character of the last major film of Vittorio de Sica.
	ANSWER: Umberto D.

03.  RL: director.
He made a film in which Benjamin and Wanzer take John to Tolston castle to threathen him with ghosts in order to confess his role in the murder of Aunt Josephine.  He made another film in which Mrs. Warwick provides funds for Reverend Jacob's Piney Woods school, and the woman that raised the money, Sylvia Landry, is found to be a daughter of the man who tries to rape her, Gridlestone.  In between making the aforementioned Lying Lips and Within Our Gates, he dressed up Bee Freeman in his show girl dance scenes--which he tried to employ in most of his movies, and cast Lorenzo Tucker as his heroes--dubbed "his Rudolph Valentino."  He made his first novel The Conquest into the talkie The Exile, and more famously employed Paul Robeson in the role of a phony preacher.  FTP name this author and director of Body and Soul, the first great African American filmmaker.
	ANSWER: Oscar Micheaux

02.  RL: american.
When one character in this film remarks that his enemy "gave his word," another character interrupts that "it's who you give it to," noting that their common enemy was working for Pat Harrigan in fear of going to jail again.  At the end, Coffer, T. C., and the rest of the vultures don't go far, and that previously referenced enemy joins Freddie and the pure Indios, though it "ain't like it used to be."  Perhaps because Teresa was shot by Angel, Generalisimo Machepa cuts his throat, prompting the Gorch brothers and Dutch Engstrom to go berserk, killing hundreds of Huerta's men with a machine gun before being killed in Agua Verde.  The titular group steals arms on a railroad while Deke Thornton and his bounty hunters pursue.  FTP name this Sam Peckinpah film about Pike Bishop, the leader of a crazy gang of ex-soldiers.
	ANSWER: The Wild Bunch

01.  RL: american.
The protagonist of this film would rather get wet inside a bookstore when it rains, and asks the proprietress about nonexisting versions of Chevalier Audubon 1840 and Ben Hur 1860.  Claiming to be Doghouse Reilly, the hero resolves to tell pretty much the truth at the end, having killed Canino and allowed Mars to walk out the door to be killed by his own men.  Speaking of front-running vs. come-from-behind horses, Vivian quips that how far she can go "depends on who's in the saddle."  Agnes reveals the location of Mona Mars, who has been hiding to act as if Sean Regan took her away, concealing his death at the hands of Carmen Sternwood.  FTP name this Howard Hawks film starring Lauren Bacall as Vivian Rutledge and Humphrey Bogart as Philip Marlowe, based on a Raymond Chandler novel whose title refers to death.
	ANSWER: The Big Sleep

==================================================================================
END ROUND 2.


